tubular structures are often coated, [7] [8] [9] [10] and determining the structural properties of the hard tube wall (or a plate) under a soft coating is challenging due to interference from the wave modes propagating on the coating, which reduces the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR, ratio of the power of the desired mode compared to all other modes). Solutions to increase the SIR include photo-acoustic emission of ultrasound (US) 11 and phase-delayed excitation of US, 12, 13 however the signals measured from top of the coating still feature low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR, ratio of the power of the desired mode compared to the noise level). One could also use temporal averaging, but this rapidly increases the measurement duration, which is not suitable for time-critical systems such as samples that are moving, change as a function of time or measurement of living samples in vivo.
Coded excitation [14] [15] [16] has shown potential for SNR improvement for uncoated tubes 17 using a technique called base-sequence modulated Golay-code (BSGC). 18 This code permits reconstruction of pulse waveforms by effectively reducing the range of the side lobes. 17 A base-sequence modulation reduces the frequency band of the code, which makes the coded waveform less sensitive to dispersion (guided waves) and distortion (US transducers) than the classical Golay codes. 17, 19 Despite showing an SNR improvement, our previous study did not focus on two important aspects: measurement duration and possible coating of the samples.
Therefore, the present study aims to show that a BSGC-coded emission speeds up the FFGW measurement of coated tubes with a scanning ultrasound setup, while maintaining the quality of wall-thickness estimation. This study is carried out in coated axisymmetric tubes (that represent human radius embraced by soft tissue).
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Base-sequence-modulated Golay Code
The BSGC was used as described in Ref. 19 . Briefly, we used a 16-bit Golay code with A = [−1, −1, 1, −1, −1, −1, −1, 1, −1, 1, 1, 1, −1, 1, −1, −1] and B = [−1, −1, 1, −1, −1, −1, −1, 1, 1, −1, −1, −1, 1, −1, 1, 1] and a 4-bit base sequence S = [1, 1, 1, 1]. Each bit in S was expressed by one period of a sine wave. S was also used as the classical (i.e., uncoded) pulse waveform, Fig. 1 (a) (blue). Figure 2 (a) (green and cyan) shows A and B, featuring a code length of N = 4·16 = 64 bits.
Decoding the sequences A and B reconstructs S. Golay coding should increase the SNR of the decoded response by a gain factor of 19 SNR gain = SNR code − SNR pulse = 10 log 2N, (1) where N is the number of bits in the code. Thus, prolonging the emission sequence improves SNR, which reduces the need for averaging.
B. Experimental Set-up
Our axial-transmission setup consisted of a conventional contact ultrasound source and an optical receiver ( Fig. 1(b) ). Both transducers faced the same side of the tube, perpendicular to its surface. The source-receiver distance was adjustable. The transmitter (Ø = 10mm) was a custom-made piezo transducer with a 220 kHz center frequency and 300 kHz (−16dB) bandwidth. We selected this custom-made transducer, since it is related to commercial bone ultrasonometers which operate within a 0.1-1.25 MHz range. 20 An arbitrary waveform generator (Model 5411, National Instruments) generated the driving waveforms for the classical and BSGC excitations. According to theoretical predictions, the excitability of A0 Lamb mode is increased asymptotically towards low ultrasonic frequencies. 21 It is thus predicted that the efficiency of FFGW excitation is significantly enhanced by choosing as low an excitation frequency as possible, here, using a 25, 27, or 30 kHz center frequency, which nearly reaches the low limit of ultrasound. Using such low driving frequencies maximized the SIR of the FFGW 11, 13 but reduced SNR by 20-25 dB compared to operating at the center frequency of the piezo transducer's. The classical driving waveforms featured a 48% (−6 dB) fractional bandwidth whereas the BSGC driving waveforms featured 30% (−6 dB) fractional bandwidths, relative to their center frequency. For example, when the excitation frequency was 27 kHz, the bandwidth of classical driving waveform would be 13 kHz (−6 dB), and the bandwidth of BSGC driving waveforms was relatively smaller, which would be 8 kHz (−6 dB). The generator provided a 10 V drive amplitude (we refer to this as the 'unamplified excitation'). Additionally, a custom-made amplifier (18 dB; an inverting circuit based on an operational amplifier 3584 by Texas Instruments), provided an excitation amplitude of 80 V. Typically the measurement was made at 40 transmitter to receiver distances, ranging from 20 to 50 mm, corresponding to step size of 0.75 mm. Signals were received by a custom-made heterodyne interferometer (HeNe, 632.8 nm) with a sub-nanometer displacement resolution and a bandwidth for DC of 8 MHz. The receiving laser probed a fixed position on the sample surface. The carrier frequency of the interferometer was reduced by electrical frequency mixing down to 1 MHz, to permit recording low-frequency (<250 kHz) ultrasound at a 10-MHz sampling frequency (PCI-5124 digitizer, National Instruments). Averaging factors from 4 to 128 were evaluated.
C. Signal Analysis
The received spatio-temporal signals were analyzed by using Matlab (The MathWorks Inc.). A two-dimensional fast Fourier transform (2D-FFT) 22, 23 was used to determine the experimental phase velocity of FFGW. To enhance the extraction of FFGW, the received signals were preprocessed by group-velocity filtering according to Ref. 23 . The filter parameters were 1600 m.s −1 (slope) and 120 µs (the time expansion of the gate window). The start point of the gate window RMS power of the FFGW signal was determined within a 300 µs window, centered at the peak amplitude of the FFGW wave packet. The RMS power of noise was determined from the unfiltered signal, within a 500 µs window, subsequent to the wave packet, 150 µs apart from the signal window. Reproducibility of the SNR measurement as a function of the source-receiver distance was evaluated by three repeated measurements.
D. Samples
Five axisymmetric tubes (diameter 16 mm; wall thickness 1-5 mm) with a soft coating (5 mm) were used. 11 Solid tubes were custom made from aluminum oxide powder (70% by mass) and epoxy resin. Soft coating was a 1:1 mixture of silicone elastomer and glycerol. The tubes had a bulk compression velocity of c L = 3000 m.s −1 , a bulk shear velocity of c T = 1550 m.s −1 , and a density of ρ = 2.30 g/cm 3 . The soft coating had c L = 1250 m.s −1 and ρ = 1.12 g/cm 3 .
E. Reference Models and Thickness Estimation
Theoretical predictions were provided by elastic guided-wave modes for a liquid-coated (LC) empty tube. 11 The fundamental flexural mode of the first circumferential order, F LC (1, 1), was used to predict the outcome of the FFGW experiments. Wall thickness was estimated by fitting FFGW experiments by this model, 11 in which wall thickness can be computed as functions of phase or group velocities. The geometric and material parameters were the same than those listed in Sec. II D. Figure 2 shows the distance-time diagrams recorded for a classical and decoded BSGC excitation with 2 n = 16 (n = 4) times temporal averaging in a 3 mm tube, without and with a high-voltage amplification. Figure 3 illustrates the SNR of the FFGW as a function of averaging (2 n = 4-128, n = 2-7).
III. RESULTS
The SNR improvement obtained by averaging was 2.8 ± 0.3 dB/2 n , which resulted in −6.5 ± 0.5 dB SNR (at 2 n = 16). Even after low-pass filtering the FFGW wave packet remained noisy ( Fig. 2(a) ). It was impossible to extract FFGW in the case of unamplified classical excitation ( Fig. 2(b) ). An amplified BSGC excitation generated a FFGW wave packet (Fig. 2(c) ) with a 20 ± 1 dB SNR (2 N = 16). In this case SNR did not significantly improve with averaging, instead it asymptotically approached a 21 dB level ( Fig. 3 ). An unamplified BSGC excitation generated a FFGW wave packet ( Fig. 2(d) ) with a 13 ± 2 dB SNR (2 n = 16) and a 2.5 ± 1.0 dB/2 N slope (Fig. 3) . The unamplified and amplified BSGC excitation and the classical excitation provided qualitatively similar wave packets.
For the five tube samples (wall thickness 1-5 mm) the phase velocity, determined by 2D-FFT, remained consistent with that theoretically predicted by the F LC (1, 1) mode, and fitting the measured FFGW velocity by the F LC (1, 1) prediction yielded a proper thickness estimate, featuring a (0.41 ± 0.23)-mm (14 ± 6 %; at 27 kHz) RMS deviation from the true wall thickness (Fig. 4) . At 25 and 30 kHz we detected an FFGW consistent with the F LC (1, 1) mode in some, but not all samples. At 27 kHz we found F LC (1, 1)-like results for all samples.
IV. DISCUSSION
The SNR saturated at 21 dB (Fig. 3) as theoretically predicted by Eq. (1). The reconstructed BSGC response included artifacts from the convolution and white noise. SNR was defined as the ratio of the intensity of the signal and that of either artifact or noise, whichever was higher.
To reach 21-dB SNR by temporal averaging would require further amplification by +39 dB (starting from −18 dB level at N = 1 as seen for classical excitation with 80 V drive in Fig. 3) , which is equivalent to N = 2 13 = 8192 times the temporal averaging. Hence the BSGC excitation speeded up the measurement by at least a factor of (1/2) * 2 13 /2 5 = 2 8 /2 = 128. This accounts for the fact that BSGC excitation reached a 21-dB SNR effectively at N=2 5 , and that the repetition interval of BSGC excitation was two times longer (accounting for the emission time of the code pair) than that of the classical excitation. In particular, 21-dB SNR gain could be obtained at N = 2 21/2.8 = 180 by classical excitation, given the 2.8 ± 0.3 dB/2 n slope of SNR gain observed, or almost a hundred times faster at N = 2 1 (a code pair) by BSGC excitation. For instance, our results suggest that a 10-dB SNR with an amplified classical excitation requires 2 10 times averaging, which would take 3.5 min to perform with 40 source-receiver distances and a 200-Hz pulse-repetition rate. The corresponding result could, with BGSG, be obtained in two seconds provided that the mechanical translation were swift. Although this is merely an example and the speed up depends on the specific setup and amplification, a few seconds in contrast with minutes makes a difference in the applicability of the proposed technique e.g. for in vivo bone measurements.
To some extent one may also gain in SNR by adding power amplification. For equivalent performance with our BSGC results, an additional 39 dB amplification is needed, which would imply going from a 80-V drive amplitude to a 7-kV drive.
Importantly, we showed that despite the significant reduction in the measurement duration, the ability of an FFGW-based wall thickness assessment was maintained ( Fig. 4) . Related error bars (0.41 ± 0.23 mm; 14 ± 6 %; at 27 kHz) were similar to or slightly higher than those (0.23 ± 0.12 mm; 8 ± 3 %) recently obtained for an uncoded (photo-acoustic) excitation. 11 The difference between these results is explained by the different implementations of the excitation setup and differences in the signal analysis. Given that poor SNR is an issue for non-contact methods, our results suggest that a coded excitation improves SNR in such situations, where signal cannot be distinguished from (white) noise at the receiver. In particular, it was shown that a coded excitation enhanced the displacement sensitivity of the optical US reception. This enhancement allowed the FFGW detection through a soft-tissue-mimicking coating, using a low source power. Our results thus suggest that a BSGC excitation could permit a non-contact measurement of FFGW in vivo.
Yet, our results suggest that a coded excitation may also facilitate using contact ultrasound transducers for FFGW excitation. A small foot-print 220-kHz piezo (Ø = 10 mm) was driven at 25-30 kHz. This was possible since the driving waveforms featured narrow bands (30-48% i.e. 8-13 kHz at the 27 kHz center frequency) so as to pass the piezo transducer without being critically distorted. The reduced transmitting efficiency (20-25 dB reduction in SNR) was compensated by using a BSGC excitation. Such low ultrasound frequencies improve the ratio of the acoustic power of FFGW to that of disturbing waveforms received on top of a soft coating. 11 Standard piezo elements at a frequency range of tens of kHz would be too large for the present purpose.
It was observed that the experimentally excited FFGW was not always consistent with the F LC (1, 1) mode. In these cases it was represented or influenced by other (disturbing) modes such as L LC (0, 1) or L LC (2, 1), also present in the same frequency range. The selectivity of FFGW excitation can be improved e.g. by phased excitation. 12, 13 In this work, we evaluated the suitability of using BSGC excitation with a piezo transmitter. However, since photo-acoustic excitation of FFGW has advantages compared to piezo, in the future it will be relevant to continue research and focus on implementing a coded photo-acoustic transmitter 24, 25 for wall thickness assessment.
V. CONCLUSION
A BSGC excitation speeded the pick up of FFGW in coated tubular phantoms by a factor of 100, while maintaining the capacity to be sensitive to wall thickness (thickness of the solid wall was determined with a 14 ± 6 % precision). This makes the technique viable for time-critical measurements, such as samples that are moving, change as a function of time or measurement of in vivo samples.
